
The Simpsons™: Tapped Out

**About The Simpsons: Tapped Out**

The Simpsons: Tapped Out is a mobile game developed by the creators of The Simpsons. Players

can design their own Springfield and experience many fun adventures with the popular characters

of the series.

The Mobile Game The Simpsons: Tapped Out allows you to become part of the popular TV series.

In the game, you will meet all the popular characters of the series, such as Homer, Marge, Ned

Flanders or Apu, and experience funny adventures with them. You can also decide what your own

Springfield should look like. You're in control not just of the city's design but of all the citizens of

Springfield. Collect all familiar figures from the TV series, expand Springfield and experience new

adventures and scenes that were exclusively animated for the game.

**The Simpsons: Tapped Out - Features:** 

- Experience a funny Simpsons adventure: The Simpsons: Tapped Out awaits you with a brand new

and funny story about the most popular yellow TV family. After Homer accidentally started a

meltdown and destroyed Springfield, it's up to you to rebuild the city.

- Meet your favorite characters: In The Simpsons: Tapped Out, of course, you'll meet all the popular

characters of the TV series. During the game, you must collect as many characters as possible.

Find Marge, Maggie, Bart, Ned Flanders, and many others and populate the new Springfield only

with characters you like. You decide who becomes a citizen of Springfield and who does not.

- Full control over your citizens: In The Simpsons: Tapped Out, you decide what the life of the

citizens of Springfield should look like. You have full control over all their actions. This allows you,

for example, to provide for longer shifts of your citizens or for illegal activities of individual

inhabitants. Create funny scenarios and make the lives of Springfield citizens as exciting and

varied as possible.

- Design your Springfield: Unfortunately, as the former Springfield was destroyed by Homer, it's up

to you to rebuild the city. Decide where each house should be located, how big your city should be,

or which stores should enrich the business world of Springfield.

- Exclusive scenes and content: Since the game was developed by the authors of The Simpsons,

you can look forward to many funny and exclusive scenes which were written and animated only

for the game.

Conclusion: The Simpsons: Tapped Out is an absolute must for every Simpsons fan. In the mobile

game you can experience brand new funny adventures with the popular TV family and create your

very own stories.


